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“Field of Dreams” marketing
doesn’t work...
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Build It and They Will Come?
Hardly. Maybe in the movies but not in demand generation.
We’re seeing lots of companies in the $10-100 million range falling
behind their peers in using the tools of demand gen, especially martech. It seems to be correlated to company revenue.
These smaller companies aren’t committing to marketing technology,
which is the present and future of B2B marketing. Some have coined
an all new market strategy called Build It And They Will Come.
Here’s a typical ‘field of dreams’ approach:
1. The CEO or another higher up reads that social media marketing
is a sure fire way to generate loads of qualified sales leads.
• OK, you’re at least reading the sports page.

2. Around midnight a company
engineer gets an email asking
him/her to set up LinkedIn and
Twitter accounts.
• That’s the equivalent of
going to Walmart and
buying a bat.
3. The next day, whoever’s running the reception desk gets
a new assignment: content
marketing.
• Now you have a bat and a
ball.
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“Field of Dreams”... continued from page 1
4. In between answering the phone
and helping the head of HR, who’s
still managing with spreadsheets,
the receptionist comes up with a
blogpost that seems interesting. It
gets posted.
• Swiiiiing batter! Strike one...
5. Building on that success, the
receptionist now blasts an email
about the company picnic to everyone the company’s ever heard of.
• Swing and a miss! Strike two...
6. Back to social media where a blog
gets posted about the company’s
umpteenth anniversary. Amazingly,
no one cares except the CEO’s
mother.
• Foul ball!
And so on until the CEO gets distracted by the crisis-of-the-month and the
whole thing falls by the wayside. The
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receptionist is happy.
Here’s the truth. Building a legitimate demand gen infrastructure
and using it to good effect can be
every bit as complicated as modern farming.
It takes a ton of effort, specialized
tools and top skills to grow a crop
of qualified sales leads that help
the troops on the front lines.
Field of Dreams was an OK movie;
at least it had a feel good ending.
If you’re thinking, however, that a
minimal demand gen infrastructure and some haphazard blogs
and emails will coax Joe Prospect
out of his cornfield, think again.

Mike Harris is founder of Harris
CMO Partners. He enjoys
writing about B2B demand
gen trends, social selling and
market strategy.
http://harriscmopartners.com

Like farming, demand generation
is hard work. It’s a tough slog with
serious skillsets, technology and
top quality seeding required.
And, just like corn, there’s always
lag time before companies see a
decent crop.
However, if you’re determined to
harvest sales qualified leads using
the tools of modern demand generation, here’s how to go about it.

Technology
For a cornfield you might need a
tractor, a plow, a disk harrow and a
planter.
For B2B demand gen you’ll need
specialized tools including an email
platform with tracking, segmented
email lists, social media accounts
with company pages, landing pages
on your website, conversion forms
and an SEO tool.
If you want to hit homers consistently you’ll link all of this to your sales
automation tool or CRM.

Skills
A quality, high yield corn crop
requires the skills of a dedicated,
experienced farmer.
For a truly productive demand gen
program you’ll need the skills of
a dedicated, experienced demand
gen expert. Few companies have
this when they first to decide to get
serious about demand gen.
continued on our website

Includes a step-by-step case
study from Marketing Sherpa.
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B2B Demand Gen How-To’s
Will The Dogs Like the Dog Food?

Stay Current
Webinars
August 17
Empowering Your Sales Force
With Social Selling
BrainShark
August 23
Create Killer Webinar Content
Content Marketing Institute
ON DEMAND

Analyzing market opportunities using
simple guerrilla research techniques
can help you make go or no-go market decisions quickly.

are a key source of competitive
advantage.

Use these techniques to help get you
started.

•

‘financial analysts [industry] or
[product] or [competitor]’.

•

‘market research [industry] or
[product] or [competitor]’.

•

‘Hoovers-Bloomberg-Manta
[industry] or [product] or [competitor]’.

Collecting Unbiased Customer
Data

To be successful you need to spend
more time talking with people and
less time noodling on the internet.
Understand that business is a
social process. What you need to
know is still in people’s minds, rather
than published on the web.
Yes, you need to allocate a small
percentage of your research time
to web searches. This develops a
baseline understanding of trends in
the market space. But no more than
10 percent of your reseach time.

The Internet Part

Establish your beachhead by searching the web for current products and
substitutes in the targeted market
space.
Also, you want to understand marketing and sales channels since they

You can find summary information
by doing these searches:

•

‘Market trends [industry] or
[product] or [competitor]’.

•

‘Industry news [industry] or
[product] or [competitor]’.

•

‘Experts [industry] or [product] or
[competitor]’.

If something about your subject
has been written, blogged, tweeted,
YouTube’d or podcasted you’ll find it
with these searches.

Next Steps
1. Create a discussion guideline
2. Create a list of potential customers
CLICK HERE FOR FULL ARTICLE (PDF)

No email required.

Understanding Product
Engagement to Drive Revenue
Pragmatic Marketing
The State of Marketing 2017
Content Marketing Institute
Marketing Data Management
eMarketer

Conferences

Sept. 5-8, Cleveland
Content Marketing EXPO
Largest content event.
Sept. 25-27, Chicago
Niche Digital Summit
Online revenue strategies.
Sept. 25-28, Boston
Hubspot Inbound 2017
Inbound marketing.
Oct. 3-6, Boston

B2B Marketing Forum
B2B demand gen best
practices.

Oct. 8-10, New Orleans

Direct Marketing
Association

Transforming marketing
through data.
Nov. 5-8, Portland, OR

Lavacon 2017

Content marketing & technical communications.
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Great Demand Gen Articles from Around The Web
Marketing Technology

B2B Campaigns

Marketing On LinkedIn

What Is Marketing
Automation?

15 Of the Best Email
Marketing Campaigns

LinkedIn for B2B Marketing
Smart Insights

Benefits of Client Facing
Marketing Technology

10 Components to Include
In Your Next Campaign

How To Use LinkedIn for
Marketing
LinkedIn

Thoughts On Marketo’s
Domain Outage

Top B2B Influencer
Campaigns

4 Effective LinkedIn Strategies
for B2B Marketing
Oktopost, Sapir Segal

5 Tips for Buying Marketing
Technology

Common B2B Marketing
Blunders to Avoid
BrightTALK

MARTECH

Hubspot

WealthManagement.com

chiefmartec.com

TargetMarketing

Measured Results Marketing

IZEA

LinkedIn Marketing To Build
Your Brand in 2017
BrightEdge, Erik Newton

About Harris CMO Partners
B2B companies turn to us to create or improve demand generation including
marketing automation, campaigns and metrics. We offer CMO services, marketing upgrades and demand gen improvements. Based in Phoenix, AZ.

“Mike Harris was instrumental in getting
Atempo, a European software company,
established in the United States. Thanks to
his efforts we were noticed fast in all the
right places. Harris CMO Partners built
marketing infrastructure and helped us
drive action when we needed it most.”
Marianne Zuhorski,
Vice President Sales (former)
Atempo
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Our Website
CLICK ON LINKS

Select Clients

Home - Blog

DataFrameworks
Resortime.com
Beyster Institute
Radiant Networks
Altman Plants
Nokia
SinuCleanse
McMurdo
Altman Plants
Scripps Institutution
of Oceanography

Solutions
Clients
About
Newsletter
Signup
Contact

http://harriscmopartners.com
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